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Accelerate Your SAP Migration with
a Proof of Concept, on AWS
Delphix Consulting Offer
Begin your SAP migration on AWS with Delphix FAST+
FAST+ from Delphix streamlines and accelerates the process of migrating SAP applications and data. The approach
leverages Delphix Dynamic Data Platform to enable teams to effortlessly move terabytes of SAP data to AWS, and then
provision virtual SAP environments to support integration testing, go-live rehearsal, and ongoing development projects.

Benefits
■■ Accelerate migration of SAP applications to AWS 50% faster

than traditional/ legacy data replication and migration
methodologies
■■ Improve security of sensitive data in the cloud and meet

Key Activities
Connect and Replicate: Move on-premises data in
SAP HANA, Oracle, IBM Db2, Microsoft SQL Server,
SAP ASE, and other databases to AWS without
impacting production operations

regulatory compliance

Virtualize: Compress and virtualize data to reduce
bandwidth and storage requirements throughout
the migration process

■■ Go live with greater confidence by comprehensively testing

cycles and cutover rehearsals
■■ Streamline ongoing process customization, system and

application integration, and development efforts once
you’ve migrated to AWS

AWS Services Supported
■■ Amazon EC2, Amazon EBS, Amazon S3
“Delphix transforms how we use AWS and increases our development
velocity. When we implemented the Delphix platform within our hybrid cloud
architecture, we immediately increased our ability to scale to meet new business
requirements.” –Dentegra Insurance Company

Secure: Identify sensitive data and automatically
apply data masking solution purpose-built for SAP
Manage: Quickly replicate fresh and secure
virtual data on AWS whenever it’s needed with
functionality to audit, monitor, and report against
access and usage
Control: Syncronize data from SAP and non-SAP
sources, provision, bookmark, and rewind virtual
SAP environments for data conversion, integration
testing, and mock cutover

Customer Ready Solutions
Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your
business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner Network (APN)
Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready
solutions are based on architectures validated by AWS, include a combination of
AWS services and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution
accelerators like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings
provided by APN Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.
Visit here for more information.
*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply.
© 2018, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Delphix is an Amazon Partner Network (APN)
Advanced Technology Partner
Delphix’s mission is to free companies from data friction
and accelerate innovation. Fortune 100 companies use
the Delphix Dynamic Data Platform to connect, virtualize,
secure, and manage data in the cloud.
For more information visit: www.delphix.com

